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While protest movements driven by citizens have changed governments in some Arab countries 
and Latin America in the recent past, attempts by the citizens, media, workers unions and NGOs 
in Uganda to protest against corruption, abuse of human rights, misallocation and unfair 
distribution of public resources seem to have been repulsed, ignored or even rebuked by 
government machinery. The question is, have protest movements in Uganda caused disruptions 
in the political system to change government behavior? When are protest movements likely to 
succeed? What is the future of protest movements in Uganda? Using examples of the protest 
movement by teachers lead by the teachers union aimed at salary increment and that of NGOs-
black Monday Movement against theft of public funds, this paper analyses the strategies utilized 
by protest movements, their relationship with government and law to tease out their roles and 
prospects.  
In the history of Uganda protest movements of workers and farmers of the 50s and 60s against 
colonial powers led to independence and creation of political parties to democratize the Country. 
The Movement Government i.e. the current NRM Government lead a rebellion to change the then 
Obote Government. According to Piven and Cloward, movements gain more from protests and 
the consequences of protests than their level of organization because structures are more likely 
to be penetrated by government bureaucracies and thereby derailed from the cause. Protest 
movements cause large –scale transformation when working people have gained significant 
institutional positions and can easily disrupt the political system without endangering their 
personal stability. Time of change and distress can cause the peasants or poor members of 
society who usually believe and rarely question their rulers to upraise and believe in their capacity 
to change the political system. However, changing of the social and political systems may take 
time and a number of protest to cut the web of injustices as evidenced in the experiences of the 
first and Second World War.  
Since late 200s protest movements have characterized Uganda, ranging from those organized by 
organizations or a network of organizations and those organized by citizens together with 
organized groups such as NGOs and political parties.  Protests use different strategies including 
demonstrations, strikes, public media companies, and petitioning government bodies, challenging 
issues in courts of law, mobilizing masses among others. The success of these strategies has 
differed from protest to protest. However, most often these protests are calmed down through 
arrests of protestors and threats by government agencies. For instance, recently during the 
discussion on the Public Order Management Bill, a government official was quoted saying that 
“Over 10% of NGOs have adamantly insisted on abandoning their known roles and focusing 
mainly on criticizing government... these must be filtered out because they are spoiling the name 
of other CSOs”. 
This paper shows that while protests are able to show that citizens are unconvinced by the way 
government handles public accountability issues and setting of government priorities, they have 
not managed to make significant disruptions to awaken government political system. The success 
and future of protest movements is situational rather 
 


